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Dear President Putin & President Obama,
May it please the Immaculate Virgin Mary with Her Child Jesus!
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The purpose of this Open Letter, in a class action lawsuit on behalf the men, women and
children of America, whom the common people identify with We The People and the merciful
Bishop of Rome, Pope Francis, is to assist President Putin assist President Obama with the
dissolution of the United States and the Federal Reserve; to therefore dismantle the CIA and
other ‘agencies’ and Nation State corporations that are infested with parasites which threaten
America and the world with blackmail, war and release of nuclear radiation.
Exodus 21:14 But if a man come presumptuously upon his neighbour, to slay him with guile; thou
shalt take him from mine altar, that he may die.
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The LORD, YHVH, the Ground of Being, the Reality from which all Matters of Fact (observable
phenomena, ‘scientific evidence’) and Relations of Ideas (theory) spring, has His way. To the
devotee who approaches Truth with love, who has uttered even one sincere prayer, YHVH is the
gentle and Immaculate Virgin Mary; but to Satan, the ego, YHVH is a furnace, the bottomless pit,
the black hole, consuming all in the way, the One who is Master beyond the past, present and
future.
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We offer our love to our LORD, YHVH, Brahman, the Ground of Being, known as Allah to the
followers of the Prophet Muhammed, Peace Be Upon Him, and our Immaculate Virgin Mary with
Her Child Jesus to the followers of Jesus Christ; that Mother Mary, YHVH, Ground of Being, Allah
uproot and cast the ‘Green Tree’1 into the furnace of the fire of knowledge and liberate souls, the
innocent Children of Abraham.
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Every notch in the ‘ratchet’ of force, fear, aggression, torture, blackmail, sanctions and
intimidation by which the legal idiots think they advance, they are retreating blind and shall fall
backwards into the furnace of the fire of knowledge of the Almighty One.
“This is the worst misfortune of those who trust in themselves or in [their own] strength; in the
possibilities of men and not in God: they lose [their] name. What is your name? The amount in your
account, in your bank. . . . What is your name? So many properties, so many villas, so many. . . .
What is your name? The things we have, the idols. And you trust in that, and this man is cursed.”
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Pope Francis2
1
2

Described here: www.courtofrecord.org.uk/US/US-Biden-cover
en.radiovaticana.va/news/2014/03/20/pope_francis:_trust_in_the_lord,_not_in_yourself/en1-783118
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The news is that seven members out of the ‘G8’ nations have excluded themselves, leaving the
auspicious one. The reports are that there is a ‘black list’ for certain banks and Russians. There
is a ‘black hole’ waiting for these legal idiots and tyrants. Not one ‘green’ dollar shall escape the
furnace of the fire of knowledge of this contemplative Court of Record of the Almighty One.
Revelation 20:1 And I saw an angel come down from heaven, having the key of the bottomless pit and
a great chain in his hand.
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“UK enriched nuclear plant no longer protected by armed response” 3 is a headline not given
much ‘main stream’ coverage. The vulnerable are the most invulnerable for they have nothing
but the Word of God and the Rule of God’s Law to protect them. The CIA cannot protect you.
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“Fixed fortifications are a monument to the stupidity of man”, said General George Patton. Nuclear
power stations are a monument to the stupidity of Caesar. The French have shown the stupidity
of their reliance on nuclear power and the ways of Caesar and the Germans have evidenced their
knowledge of how Siemens controllers and the Deutsche Verteidigungs Dienst, the DVD Dachau,
works, by their decision to shut down and dismantle nuclear power plants 4.
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Politicians of all stripes, have lost their freedom of speech to the forces of blackmail. It has
been demonstrated in the news to the English that the British Navy Type 45 destroyers are
sitting ducks back doored5 by their fuses, that torpedoes now shoot at random6 from old
fashioned Type 23 Frigates and that their old nuclear sites can leak at the will of the forces of
Satan. He is a wise man who removed the “armed response” at the English nuclear site.
Sir Humphrey: "Bernard, what is the purpose of our defence policy?"
Bernard Woolley: "To defend Britain."
Sir Humphrey: "No, Bernard. It is to make people believe Britain is defended."
Bernard Woolley: "The Russians?"
Sir Humphrey: "Not the Russians, the British! The Russians know it is not."
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The Ministerial Broadcast, Yes Prime Minister 7

Dismantling the Exchange Stabilisation Fund
65

You can never defeat the enemy by using his money of account. Only stupid people want to
continue to use ‘dollars’ or the ‘foreign’ currencies all tied together in a zero sum game to the
dollar by the forex market8 where UCC legal infants trade.
We recall here that we have mentioned the laws of stupidity9; we draw attention to the
Corollary to the fifth basic law, “A stupid person is more dangerous than a bandit.”
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Whether one considers classical, or medieval, or modern or contemporary times one is impressed by
the fact that any country moving uphill has its unavoidable σ fraction of stupid people. However the
country moving uphill also has an unusually high fraction of intelligent people who manage to keep
the σ fraction at bay and at the same time produce enough gains for themselves and the other
members of the community to make progress a certainty.
voiceofrussia.com/uk/news/2014_03_05/UK-enriched-nuclear-plant-no-longer-protected-by-armed-response8615/
www.spiegel.de/international/germany/germany-faces-tough-decisions-as-it-dismantles-nuclear-plants-a899063.html
www.telegraph.co.uk/news/uknews/defence/10656958/1bn-HMS-Dauntless-abandons-training-exercise-afterpower-trouble.html
www.telegraph.co.uk/finance/newsbysector/industry/defence/10697895/Navy-warship-accidentally-firestorpedo-at-nuclear-dockyard.html
en.wikiquote.org/wiki/Yes,_Minister
gsf.li/times/the-10-year-decline-of-the-dollar-pound-and-euro
www.courtofrecord.org.uk/Swiss/#__RefHeading__8709_1237212674
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In a country which is moving downhill, the fraction of stupid people is still equal to σ; however in the
remaining population one notices among those in power an alarming proliferation of the bandits with
overtones of stupidity (sub-area B2 of quadrant B in figure 3) and among those not
in power an equally alarming growth in the number of helpless individuals (area H in basic graph,
fig.1). Such change in the composition of the non-stupid population inevitably strengthens the
destructive power of the σ fraction and makes decline a certainty. And the country goes to Hell.
Conclusion of the Essay on Stupidity
www.courtofrecord.org/stupidity
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Unfortunately for the CIA, the CIA / Al-CIA-duh / DVD, Dachau, taken as a country, qualifies
as a country in decline. They are drowning in their own propaganda and mind control
programming! The CIA/DVD is the millstone around the necks of the G7 Nation States and the
State of Israel and thus around the necks of the corporate Nation State officers. All men, women
and children are our brethren, by YHVH, Our Father, the blessed One who has Mercy with His
world.
The Economics of Mahatma Gandhi
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Everyone has heard how Mahatma Gandhi, “used non-violence” to chase the British out of
India. The real secret to his success was righteous economics, even as it was the key to the
success of the early Christians against the rule of Caesar.
The British model to extract gold from India, amongst other items like popularising tea and
coffee and sell it for “cash”, which was the gold coin of the East India Company 10, was to grow
cotton there, pay “minimum wage”, bring it back to Manchester, weave cloth and sell it back to
the Indians for more than they earned. This was defeated by spinning cloth in Indian homes.
Legal infants today, do not know the meaning of ‘pay cash’.
The Exchange Stabilisation Fund, continued

100

The DVD/CIA/ESF strategy is more complex. It operates a ‘sports book’ with an elastic balance
sheet. Germans (and other Europeans) on one side and Americans on the other, create ‘money of
account’ in order to purchase goods, for example, those made in China or Taiwan.
The creation of money-of-account on the books would lead to Zimbabwe style hyperinflation,
in-spite of the export of part of the dollars thus created to ‘foreign’ central banks, for example,
the Bank of China, followed by currency sterilization.
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JP Morgan Chase and Deutsche Bank are two arms of the CIA ‘sports book’, for example.
Hedge contracts are sold to manufacturers who wish to sell to the other continent. A hedge
contract is what financial analysts are paid to moan and fret about in histrionics about
‘derivatives’. A hedge contract or derivative, is like insurance, a premium is paid by producers to
ensure that their salary and other running costs are not swamped by exchange rate risk. The
premium paid in money-of-account leaves circulation.
‘Forex traders’, who are UCC legal infants, are given ‘100:1 leverage’, allowing them to put
their signature on deposit for 99 out of the 100 units they are trading with. When the trade goes
in their favour, their profit is multiplied by a 100. When it goes against them, it erodes the ‘cash
deposit’. This is another place where money-of-account leaves circulation.
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The CIA controls all western banks. Removing money-of-account is like taking candy from a
baby. ‘Successful’ forex traders, along with others who have actually produced goods, are
encouraged by the ‘tax consultants’ and ‘lawyers’, to operate an ‘offshore’ corporation. The
10 www.courtofrecord.org.uk/archive/cash
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punitive taxes ‘onshore’ ensure that the money-of-account that they have, never returns
‘onshore’ to cause inflation. Actually collecting taxes would cause hyper inflation!
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The super-rich elite, figure out that the banks are ‘making a lot of money’. They are
introduced to ‘bank-roll’ programs by their ‘offshore advisers’. They get this ‘RSA Secure ID’
gadget that controls access to an offshore account, where ‘risk free’ trading in Medium Term
Notes happens. Mesmerized by their ‘huge gains’, fooled by the electronic security gadget into
thinking that value is building in those Swiss or Luxembourg offshore accounts, these once
productive people become virtual reality addicts. They are allowed a life style that cannot
possibly spend their gains. That villa, that luxury yacht, that porn star – all this is not a problem
for the CIA controlled banks to provide. When one or more bank accounts need to be taken
down, anywhere in the world, a ‘Madoff’11 style Ponzi12 scheme13, is always available to take the
blame, or some ‘rogue trader’, for example, the French trader Kerviel 14. The victims have all
completed harsh ‘non-disclosure agreements’, they fear the IRS and have no ‘authority’ that can
protect them. How many such stupid fools shall history forget, who have “no name”, to quote
Pope Francis.
To reset their books and start again, the ESF/CIA/DVD need a war. Putin is painted as the
troublemaker. The Große Lüge or Big Lie15 technique, introduced by Hitler, was summarised by
Goebbels regarding Sir Winston Churchill16:
The essential English leadership secret does not depend on particular intelligence. Rather, it depends
on a remarkably stupid thick-headedness. The English follow the principle that when one lies, one
should lie big, and stick to it. They keep up their lies, even at the risk of looking ridiculous.
Paul Joseph Goebbels, Chancellor of Germany
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All State actors today, with either a political or fiduciary title, including but not limited to the
U.S. Secretary of the Treasury and U.K. Foreign Minister Rt. Hon. William Hague FRSL MP 17 and
the British Law Society18 are looking ridiculous indeed.
The Deutsche Verteidigungs Dienst, DVD Dachau, the Al-CIA-duh, whose ‘counter-terrorism
chief’ ‘John Brennan’, has ‘converted’ to Islam19, does not know the ways of Allah or the
consequences to himself and to the German DVD and CIA officials of ‘Sharia law’, for they are
rather ‘green’ at operating the Law of Allah.
Qur'an (3:54)20 - “And they (the disbelievers) schemed, and Allah schemed (against them): and Allah
is the best of schemers.”
Open ended investigation of Media Barons
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President Putin of Russia and President Obama of the U.S. are informed here, in this Open
Letter of our open ended investigation of Media Barons.
11
12
13
14
15
16
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20

en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Madoff
en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ponzi
en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ponzi_scheme
en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kerviel
en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Big_Lie
Sir Winston Churchil too had to learn the hard way how the world actually works. He did not pass his acquired
wisdom on to his successor, Prime Minister Anthony Eden, who in a fit of stupidity, conspired with the French
and invaded Egypt and soon found himself retired.
www.telegraph.co.uk/news/worldnews/europe/russia/10716194/Russia-faces-global-isolation-again.html
www.telegraph.co.uk/news/religion/10716844/Islamic-law-is-adopted-by-British-legal-chiefs.html
www.jihadwatch.org/2012/03/at-cia-a-convert-to/
www.usc.edu/org/cmje/religious-texts/quran/verses/003-qmt.php#003.054
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The New York Times, the editors and Arthur Ochs Sulzberger and his family are under
investigation in this Court of Record. A newspaper that purports to be a newspaper of record is in
fact operating a CIA propaganda outlet of no record. Our investigation regards the question of
whether blackmail, collusion, infiltration, corruption or plain stupidity is why the New
York Times serves as a propaganda mouthpiece for the Deutsche Verteidigungs Dienst, DVD
Dachau / Al-CIA-duh. This propaganda is designed to destroy the ‘western’ population, using the
methods outlined in Pawns in the Game21, by William Guy Carr, leading on to the use of Satanic
torture and hypnosis outlined in “The Greenbaum Speech” 22, to create ‘uncontrollable’ chaos in
America of mind controlled psychopaths who are wired to a central computer. We have outlined
this in our Amicus curiæ23 to U.S. Vice President The Honourable Mr. Joseph Robinette Biden, Jr.,
and copied to the U.S. Senate and House of Representatives.
This is used, for example, in the events unfolding in Ukraine, Fukushima, Syria, Africa, Latin
America, etc. There is also the of use ‘Acts of God’ (hurricanes, earthquakes, tsunamis) followed
by ‘humanitarian aid’, used most recently to steal World War II gold from the Philippines in a
Daring24 use by the CIA of a British Navy warship.
We suggest that attempts to bury the actual record, for example, regarding the September 11
2001 attacks, “911”, deep within the newspaper in articles about ‘conspiracy theories’, has
exposed them to unlimited liability. We suggest remedial action to set the record straight,
“better late than never”.
The open ended investigation, includes but is not limited to, similar questions regarding the
media outlets of News Corporation, its editors and Rupert Murdoch; U.S. ‘mainstream’ news
outlets ABC, CBS, NBC, CNN, The Washington Post, etc.; Britain’s British Broadcasting Company
(BBC); Britain’s newspapers, the Telegraph, Guardian, Mail, etc.; Qatar’s Aljazeera and JSC
(Jazeera Satellite Channel); The Economist, The Financial Times, etc., Germany’s Der Speigel,
etc., in short Media Conglomerates25 and Concentration of media ownership26, which have
effectively placed blind faith and de-facto religious devotion to the U.S. and ‘western’
governments and thereby the ESF / CIA / NSA / DVD.
We repeat here for emphasis, we suggest that remedial action be taken to set the record
straight, “better late than never”; employees, editors, owners and operators of media
conglomerates have unlimited liability, for example, for ignoring dangers from Fukushima
radiation and failure to investigate the consequences of 911. We are investigating, for example,
whose media drones27 were in the way of the fire department helicopters in Norway.
We suggest that President Putin of Russia provide measurements and evidence on the
Fukushima disaster to western Media Conglomerates, who can then verify and confirm to the
world, via their talking drones.

21
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27

www.courtofrecord.org/archive/www.lovethetruth.com/books/pawns/toc.htm
www.courtofrecord.org/archive/greenbaum
www.courtofrecord.org.uk/US/US-Biden-cover
www.courtofrecord.org.uk/Daring
en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Media_conglomerate
en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Concentration_of_media_ownership
www.bbc.co.uk/news/world-europe-25799491
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The Cyprus financial crisis
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The Cyprus financial crisis, which we have covered in detail in our contemplation on the
Cyprus financial crisis28, proves that the Germans are not the great savers and workers coming to
the aid of the PIGS (Portugal, Italy, Greece, Spain) but that the Germans are the centre of
fraudulent conversion in Europe.
We suggest that President Putin do not doubt the ability of the Exchange Stabilisation Fund to
destroy any country’s banking system. Spain’s Prime Minister boasted at the onset of the
Mortgage Crisis that their banks were well regulated and had minimal exposure to the U.S.
mortgage market. Their economy is a shambles, their brand new cities are empty, they are
unable to keep their commitment to ‘pay’ for the Panama Canal.
The Cyprus financial crisis showed the dull end of the German knife of Caesar’s reason in
action. The German Finance minister perhaps, reasoned in a cold, rational and logical way, that
so many liabilities paid for oil from Gazprom have piled up in Cyprus banks that Cyprus as a
nation could not repay and it was EUR credits owed to the Russians, who would soon be facing
German Strength. The CIA/DVD, through many intermediaries no doubt, backed him up with
their plans to unleash a fascist Ukraine, although it is doubtful that the exact nature of the plans
were shared. The Swedish, who are alert to the possibilities of mind control 29, whose juvenile
delinquent Foreign Minister His Excellency Carl Bildt had backed the CIA in every possible way,
for example, in the failed rendition of Julian Assange, had their supply of musically programmed,
‘Nordic heavies’ on tap. We suggest that Swedish Foreign Minister His Excellency Carl Bildt
resign30.
Electro band ‘invoices’ US govt for using their music for ‘torture’ in Gitmo 31
Veteran Industrial band Skinny Puppy have objected to their disturbingly dark music being played to
discombobulate inmates at Guantanamo, and plan to “charge” the government for doing so. They are
not the first band to express such objections.
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"We heard through a reliable grapevine that our music was being used in Guantanamo Bay prison
camps to musically stun or torture people. We heard that our music was used on at least four
occasions," the idiosyncratically monikered guitarist cEvin Key told The Phoenix New Times.
“So we thought it would be a good idea to make an invoice to the US government for musical
services.”
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While this may have been seen as an oblique compliment to a band that prides itself on its dark
imagery, the thought of their music bringing genuine mental anguish was uncomfortable.
"We never supported those types of scenarios. Because we make unsettling music, we can see it being
used in a weird way. But it doesn't sit right with us," said Key, who founded Skinny Puppy back in
1982.
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It is not clear if the Canadian band is expecting remuneration from the US government, but the band
has named its latest album Weapon as a reference to the alleged incidents.
The most famous objectors to their music being used for enhanced interrogation are heavy metal
legends Metallica.
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A 2006 anonymous interview with US service staff showed that it had become their band of choice
“to soften up” suspects before an interrogation.

"If there are people that are dumb enough to use Metallica to interrogate prisoners, you're
28
29
30
31

www.courtofrecord.org/crisis.html
www.mindcontrol.se
en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Carl_Bildt#2014_crisis_in_Ukraine
rt.com/news/skinny-puppy-guantanamo-torture-524/
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forgetting about all the music that's to the left of us. I can name, you know, thirty Norwegian
death metal bands that would make Metallica sound like Simon & Garfunkel," retorted a
defensive Lars Ulrich, the drummer for the band.
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Skinny Puppy appears to fit the bill.
Forcing prisoners to listen to music has been a widespread tactic for at least the past few decades. The
point is not only to intimidate, but also to humiliate, often by inflicting an incongruous foreign culture
on a suspected terrorist (inoffensive pop singer Britney Spears also featured widely on US
‘interrogation mixes’).
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But the practice has met with legal challenges. The UK, which used to subject IRA suspects to
unpredictable and deafening spells of white noise, and Israel, have both been banned from doing so
by their respective national courts.
But not all bands mind the military association.
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Christian metal band Demon Hunter sent the US army patches and CDs that would psych up US
marines before missions. According to an Esquire interview in 2012, the Navy SEAL who shot Osama
Bin Laden was wearing just such a patch as he riddled the Islamist terrorist with bullets in May 2011.
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Thus, it can be seen that there is more than one reason for the liquidation of the U.S. Navy
Seal kill squad that liquidated “Osama”. Perhaps they did not even kill “Osama” and the
evidence of the other inconvenient body was disposed quickly at sea.
Only legal idiots would think of taking their ‘pet’, tortured, detainees at Guantanamo Bay to
Uruguay32. Only legal children and formal officials of legal fiction Roman Caesar sign treaties
with the United States. Any allegations against the said prisoners must be brought before this
Court of Record by non-legal fiction, living, plaintiffs, with unlimited liability on the part of the
plaintiffs for false allegations or evidence obtained by torture or all the prisoners at Guantanamo
Bay or other secret CIA detention facilities, even those in the care of ‘foreign’ governments, must
be set free. Victims of CIA/DVD ‘Greenbaum’ programming by hypnosis and torture, victims of
CIA torture by whatever means must be brought to the Bishop of Rome that they receive Mercy of
the LORD. CIA psychopath idiots who inflicted or authorised the torture must also be brought
before this Court of Record to determine their sanity and to receive Mercy.
This Court of Record is investigating Latin America, including but not limited to Uruguay and
Paraguay, the Triple Frontera33, the ‘industries’ located there, the Mariscal Estigarribia34 and other
locations where the CIA/DVD may have underground facilities and the purchase of land and
other assets using the proceeds of fraudulent conversion. It is well known to this Court of Record
that World War II never ended, that the German Nazis continued their war, for it is seen in the
subtle realm and verifies with information now available on the internet.
The war mentality arising out of the killing instinct did not disappear with the proclamation of peace.
The immense spiritual danger with which it menaced humanity did not end with the ending of war.
Notebooks of Paul Brunton35
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We suggest that de-facto barons of substance and goodwill provide the necessary substantial
resources to sustain the transition to peace. We pray that by the grace of YHVH, the LORD God,
grace and the living waters of Holy Peace shall wipe away all tears.
Revelation 7:17 For the Lamb which is in the midst of the throne shall feed them, and shall lead them
unto living fountains of waters: and God shall wipe away all tears from their eyes.

270
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voiceofrussia.com/2014_03_20/Instead-of-closing-Guantanamo-US-plans-to-transfer-inmates-to-Uruguay-5574/
en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Triple_Frontera
en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mariscal_Estigarribia
www.courtofrecord.org/archive/notebooks/para/13699
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Exchange Stabilisation Fund, continued
When the decision was taken to “bankrupt” Cyprus, a snowball of karma started rolling which
shall gather force and momentum, except that ‘leaders’ repent and return to righteousness.
ESF: Humanitarian aid, Non Government Organisations (NGOs) and ‘Charity’
275
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The famine of Ethiopia was severe in its depth and temporal extent, to the point where the
native population forgot how to farm or look after themselves. This was achieved by ‘good
hearted’ UCC legal infants in the United States who sent ‘money’ to ‘aid organisations’ which
then sent bags of wheat from the U.S. to Ethiopia. A local farmer cannot produce food for less
than ‘free’. They ‘helplessly’ were gathered in ‘U.N. Refugee Camps’, where the principles of the
Society of Saint Pius X were applied:
[Footnote 1, Amicus curiæ to Vatican G8 Cardinals36] Contrast the generosity of the Gospel of Our
Lord for the people of all nations, with the teaching of SSPX 37:
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… “With his visit to Lampedusa, Pope Francis sought to simplify things: there are some poor wretches
that want to come to a country inhabited by rich and selfish people who let them die at sea and those
guilty rich people are us.” …
“Although this message may have some truth in it, it cannot solve such a complicated problem.
Although no one should be denied emergency medical aid (when it can be given), the Masonic plot
to create a multicultural society must not be underestimated. Particularly by the Pope, who is
responsible for protecting the faith.”
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In other words, ‘refugees’ are given the bare minimum – medical aid, free bread. It is quite
“rich” for the SSPX Pharisees who live in the LORD’s luxury prison called “Europe”, sporting
their prisoner identification “Passports” to have such an opinion.
ESF has automated false charity. NGOs that helpfully show up with tents and supplies like
they did in Haiti, Philippines, Sudan, etc., where the ESF uses ‘Acts of God’ or ‘rebellion’ followed
by ‘Humanitarian aid’ must be funded. ‘Rich’ legal idiots who participate in the ‘bank roll’
programs, described in our discussion of the ESF earlier, for example, must ‘volunteer’ to give a
certain percentage of their ‘gains’ to ‘charity’.
These ‘charity funds’ are ‘spent’ to acquire the supplies from the ‘charity industry’ complex
which is dependent on this mechanism. They supply tents, UN equipment, etc., and the inflation
that might be caused is then mopped up by holding the hat out again, as they did with Hurricane
Katrina, for example. The Honourable Hillary Clinton, former U.S. Secretary of State has been
particularly useful as a feminine front and useful idiot to the ESF in this regard. Her Excellency
The Honourable Hillary Clinton has also been roped in to urge the President of ‘Argentina’, Her
Excellency Cristina Fernández de Kirchner to go to war with ‘Great Britain’.
Her Excellency Cristina Fernández de Kirchner, President of Argentina, former foe of ‘Great
Britain’, having received courtesy copies of our Amicus curiæ letters, is now a great friend and
champion38 of the British and Crimean people. Such is the power of Truth revealed, the ‘Good
News’, the ‘Gospel’.

36 Quoted in our Amicus curiæ to the ‘Vatican G8’ Cardinals regarding “Europe’s lack of faith and the loss of the
values of mercy, forgiveness and kindness towards a stranger”
www.courtofrecord.org.uk/gicor/record/HolySee/Vatican-G8-1/#sdfootnote1anc
37 vaticaninsider.lastampa.it/en/the-vatican/detail/articolo/lefebvriani-lefebvrians-lefebvrianos-26491/
38 voiceofrussia.com/news/2014_03_18/Argentine-president-condemns-Western-policy-on-situation-in-Crimea-7680/
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The death of the bandit’s Holy Cow of Plenty
310

The cow of fraudulent conversion is dead. The ‘birds of the air’, the Media Barons have been
called to feast on the flesh of ESF/CIA/DVD captains.
‘Nuclear power’ is not an argument of political debate any more – each nuclear power plant is
the millstone that will drag the Official Secrets Act and the officials it ‘protects’ into the Sea of
Tribulation.
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‘Death star’, the underground Continuity of Government (COG) complex of the United States,
whose tunnels criss cross the continent, are the evidence written in stone of the Treaty of Ghent,
that Great Britain defeated39 the United States in 1812. There won’t be a massive invasion, the
bandit’s Holy Cow of fraudulent conversion is dead. The Federal Reserve, the United States, the
European Union, and all their banking, insurance and corporate instrumentalities shall be
dissolved.

Gold can’t be ‘protected’ by guns or violence

325

Even as it is the wisdom of the unknown Englishman who removed the armed response at a
British nuclear facility, it is seen that all the guns, exotic weapons and A-I computer controlled
mind-wired thugs of the DVD / ESF / CIA Borg 40 are powerless to protect the gold stolen by fraud
and war, for the Spirit of Righteousness has fled. Possession is not ownership, every trustee knows
this. The gold has been stolen by fraud and war. The gold, wherever it has been hidden, is in
trust. The gold is owed back to all men, women and children.
It is known that the CIA/DVD can blow up any nuclear power plant anywhere. This does not
require armed lunatics other than for theatre. See Fukushima.
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The CIA/DVD stole the gold. The gold is useless unless delivered. The magic of Islamic
banking, promoted by the Sultan of old, won’t do for no one can trust any ‘banker’. If it is put
into circulation, it will return to the hands of the producers of wealth from nature. Only legal
idiots and tyrants will prevent it returning to the hand of all the men, women and children and
circulating in the bazaar or real marketplace.
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In a righteous nation, a bar of gold can be left on the Church altar and no one will steal it. In a
righteous nation, a gold coin found on a park bench, if the righteous owner cannot be found, will
go to feed the poor, the widows, the sick, the disabled, etc. Two decades ago, when we travelled
in Germany, there we encountered nothing but generosity, warmth, hospitality and random acts
of strangers paying for our meal. Are the Germans today a righteous nation? Cardinal Marx
must find out.

340

Trouble brewing: in Asia, for example
China and Taiwan41, North and South Korea, Pakistan and India, Korea and Japan … a nice pot
bubbling for the witches of the G7, behind the CIA/DVD curtain, directing the Spirit of Versailles:
345

Fair is foul, and foul is fair,
Hover through the fog and filthy air.
Shakespeare quoted by Lord Maynard Keynes

The ‘strong’ G7 nations are plotting ‘sanctions’. Lord Maynard Keynes describes the Nazi
CIA/DVD variety of Europe, our brethren, vividly:
39 www.pbs.org/wned/war-of-1812/essays/british-perspective/
40 www.mindcontrol.se/?cat=47
41 voiceofrussia.com/news/2014_03_21/photo-Taiwan-students-occupy-legislature-over-China-trade-deal-9900/
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350

“So it is not an accident that the Nazi lads vent a particular fury against (Einstein). He does truly stand
for what they most dislike, the opposite of the blond beast, intellectualist, individualist,
supernationalist, pacifist, inky, plump... How should they know the glory of the free-ranging
intellect and soft objective sympathy to whom money and violence, drink and blood and
pomp, mean absolutely nothing?”
Lord Maynard Keynes

355

G7 vs G1
It is the G7 who have isolated themselves. The United States is “ten Miles square” in extent,
the European Union has no ground to stand on 42. Germany, France, Spain, Italy, etc., – are under
the military authority of the Bishop of Rome. England is a little island, even Scotland is falling off,
under the guidance of lunatics and idiots.

360

365

“Vatican II is an offer of freedom”, but European theologians, notably of the SSPX variety,
politicians and ESF/DVD ‘secret’ controllers seem to have the hardest time to comprehend the
legal meaning of the phrase.
Pope Benedict XVI offered Mercy in 2008 at Lourdes 43, but no one was paying any attention.
Bandits of the dullest variety, dazzled by the bludgeons of force in their arsenal are shouting
loudly about “no to appeasement”.
When English theologians and lawyers pondered the meaning of “Caesar” and where that
power rightfully lay, they had to conclude by honest reasoning, that it lay with the Bishop of
Rome, by righteous conquest of Caesar. This is the heritage of honesty and integrity of thinking
that so-called Jews and Christians of Europe threw away at the outset of World War I.

370

We suggest that the leaders of the G7, both of the public and ‘secret’ variety, reconsider their
words, for the G1 is what they can participate in.
G7: “The obverse is tyranny, the reverse is slavery”. Meet at The Hague. Discuss.

Righteousness in Law and Money
375

380

385

The greatest secret of the past 300 years, is that the Queen of England, the United States and
the Pope are Allies for the Rule of God’s Law. The English of the day, in 1870, returned the Gold
Coin of the Rule of God’s Law to the then Pope. The Jewish moneylenders of 1905 in Europe, did
not value the fall of Caesar. They rejected the divinity of Jesus Christ. They abused the
privileged position of being allowed to lend, for the restrictions of the Christian and Islamic faith
were ‘not applicable’ to them. They made special rules for loans to kings not found in the Torah,
namely long term loans. They did not practice debt forgiveness commanded by Moses. They
loaned money to both sides of a conflict and wrote off obligations by force majeure while pursuing
their ambitions as “God’s chosen people”, pitting the Goy against each other.
They failed to see the implicit test of Moses in the Torah: “Hear O Israel, our LORD is One”,
amplified by the treatise in the symbolic language of Priests in Genesis about the unity of all
possible knowledge, all epistemology and ontology. Without recognising non-duality, that thee
and thine enemy are One that I am, they blundered on.
There is not one iota of difference between the LORD and thee. By thy original sin, ignorance
of the unity of life, thee and thy brethren have failed to comprehend the deep significance of the
golden rule: We are One.
42 www.courtofrecord.org/US/US-Ashton-cover
43 www.catholicnewsagency.com/resources/lourdes-2008/speeches-and-homilies/benedicts-first-address-in-france/
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The Catholic Heresy
The understanding of non-duality, that is, to stand under the non-dual Tree of Life, is not easy.
The devil, the serpent, easily tempts you to eat the fruit of sense-understanding, the shallow
rooted tree of knowledge of the brute.

395

Therein lies the partition of the brute, Julius Caesar, from Jesus Christ, the Son of God.
Therein lies the failure of every ruined civilisation, so magnificently captured in the symbol of
the LORD, crucified, the judge having ‘washed his hands’.
Therein lies the hell fire of the fire of knowledge, the shallow rooted ‘green tree’ burning up as
it falls into our LORD.

400

Not one ‘atomic particle’ or ‘creature’ is ‘outside’ the LORD. Every particle shall achieve
perfection. This is why the commandment is given:
Mark 16:15 And he said unto them, Go ye into all the world, and preach the gospel to every creature.
So this brings us to what we have called, “The Catholic Heresy”. It is universal. It comes to
every ‘established’ religion. In short: “We are in” and “they are out”. “We are baptised” and
“they are not”. “Such and such can receive the sacrament” and “such and such cannot”.

405

The sacrament of the LORD cannot be denied to any creature, for the deniers commit heresy.
The baptised have been ‘touched’ by the Tree of Life – have faith then!

Humility is the path
410

415

420

425

430

435

Our salvation is not just in observing the Commandments, but in the humility to always feel the need
to be healed by God. This was the message voiced by Pope Francis during Mass on Monday morning
at the Casa Santa Marta.
Pope Francis’ homily on Monday found inspiration in these words that Jesus addressed to his fellow
citizens in Nazareth: “No prophet is accepted in his hometown”. It was a place where he never
worked miracles because “they had no faith”. Jesus recalls two biblical episodes: the miracle of the
healing of the leper Naaman, and the meeting of the prophet Elijah with the widow of Serapta who
shared her last morsel of food and was saved from famine. “Lepers and widows – Pope Francis
explained – in those days were the outcasts of society”. And yet, these two outcasts, welcomed the
prophets and were saved, while the people of Nazareth did not accept Jesus because “they felt so
strong in their faith”, so sure of their faithful observance of the Commandments, they felt they had no
need for other salvation”.
“It is the tragedy of observing the Commandments without faith: ‘I save myself because I go
to the Synagogue every Saturday, I try to obey the Commandments, I do not want to hear that
the leper or the widow is better than me!’ They are outcasts! And Jesus tells us: ‘if you do not
put yourself on the margins, if you don’t feel what it is to be an outcast, you will not obtain
salvation’. This is humility, the path of humility: to feel so marginalized that we need the
Salvation of the Lord. He alone saves us, not our observance of the law. And they did not
like this; they were angry and wanted to kill him”.
The Pope observed that this was the same anger initially felt by Naaman, because he felt that Elisha’s
invitation to wash himself seven times in the Jordan was ridiculous and humiliating. “The Lord asked
him for a gesture of humility, He asked him to obey like a child, to be ridiculous”. Namman turned
and went off in a rage, but afterwards his servants convinced him to do what the prophet asked of
him. That act of humility healed him. “This is the message for today – the Pope said - in this third
week of Lent: if we want to be healed, we must choose the road of humility”.
"In her Canticle Mary does not say she is happy because God was looking to her virginity, to
her kindness or to her sweetness – all of them virtues that she possessed – no: because the
Lord was looking to her humility, the humility of His servant, her smallness. This is what the
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Lord looks for. And we must take heed of this wisdom and put ourselves on the margins so
that the Lord may find us. He will not find us at the center of our certainties. That is not
where the Lord looks. He will find us on the margins, in our sins, in our mistakes, in our
need for spiritual healing, for salvation; that is where the Lord will find us”.
440

445

“This – Pope Francis highlighted – is the path of humility”:
“Christian humility is not within the virtue of saying: ‘I am not important’ and hiding our
pride. No, Christian humility is telling the truth: ‘I am a sinner’. Tell the truth: this is our
truth. But there is another truth: God saves us. He saves us when we are on the margins; He
does not save us in our certainties. Let us ask for the grace of having the wisdom to put
ourselves on the margins, for the grace of humility so that we may receive the Lord’s
Salvation”.
Pope Francis44

To the men, women and children of America
450

455

The ‘State of Emergency’ in the ‘United States’ is over. The men, women and children of
America, outside the “ten Miles square” of Washington, D.C. are free. They have to think for
themselves. There is ‘no money’ in Washington. ‘Commerce’ is over. They can no longer remain
‘UCC legal infants’. ‘Trade’ in substance is the replacement. The federal corporation has no
jurisdiction over trade.
The Brutem Fulmen emanating from Washington, D.C., is an empty threat. Yes, we do not
discount the Matter of Fact45 they have nails and better weapons than nails. This is the discovery
of the Law of Christ.
Americans must re-learn English. English, the Cockney dialect as a more extreme example, is
full of images, inflection, rhythm and rhyme. The bible speaks in images through parables.
‘American’ in contrast is Germanic and imperative. A command and control language.

460

465

Americans must re-discover the roots of English Common Law which derives from the King
James Bible. Magistrates must discriminate about Brutum Fulmen and the use of Caesar’s Law by a
plaintiff or jury bent on vengeance. King Henry VIII style, Caesar’s decisions are void. Magna
Carta can clearly be seen now as Caesar’s law, the legal precedent for World War I & II and the
resulting failure of the United Nations to broker peace in the tragedies that are unfolding. Yet
this Court of Record is also the Court of the Magna Carta, for those who cannot rise to the level of
reason and are beasts who must be taught by Nature.
Americans must re-discover the righteousness of God, to pray for their enemies, to not ‘hate’
thy brother, whatever the bodily garb the LORD has given him, for the LORD lives equally in all
men, women and children without distinction of people and nations.

470

The Governors of all ‘States’ and Justices in all administrative courts take cognizance – Your
Excellencies have had no ‘legal immunity’ since 1st September 2013 and have unlimited liability
in this Court of Record. The ‘Secretary of State’ of each ‘State’ must place all our Amicus curiæ
letters on the public record. The governors must recognize that there is no ‘money’ in
circulation. A gold standard cannot be forced. It must re-emerge out of UCC mirror reflection.

475

All corporate police departments and the Department of Homeland Security are to be
disbanded. Americans already elect Sheriffs. There is no restriction on anyone being ‘armed’ or
‘listening’. The real enemy is reliance on brute force whilst neglecting the Law of Christ.
The NSA and GCHQ have come to exist to prevent a return to brute force as the means of
44 en.radiovaticana.va/news/2014/03/24/pope_francis:_humility_is_the_path_to_salvation/en1-784296
45 www.courtofrecord.org/Dawkins
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480

civilisation as a result of all the gold in the world being held in Admiralty. We have done our
part, listening to the LORD with love and thereby helped the Bishop of Rome avert a disaster whose
outlines are made visible in our Amicus curiæ letters. The LORD is within every electron in NSA’s
computer, listening.
Intelligent men and women in America must contemplate ‘UCC mirror reflection’.

The problems of America
485

President Obama has an unenviable list of lunatics and idiots to deal with and control. We
pray to our LORD YHVH, to send our love to President Obama. This Court of Record recognises
that since President J. F. Kennedy, it has been public knowledge by the witness of his assasination
that no U.S. president is a free man. Since our last letter, the State of Israel has shuttered all
embassies, which is diplomatic language for a declaration of world war.

490

The worst illusion to be shattered is where you believe you have control through blackmail
and you find others with stronger and worse blackmail ahead of you and that all the blackmail is
to come to nothing by the grace of the LORD who sees the hearts and minds of all people.

495

500

The history of the last century is filled with unrighteous blunder. The internet bears witness
to reports about Israel, including but not limited to nuclear experimentation on Palestinian
children46, participation in the September 11th 2001 attacks in New York47 and at the Pentagon;
and in the destruction of the Fukushima nuclear reactor 48.
The Torah bears witness against49 the State of Israel, they cannot go to it for protection. Prime
Minister Benjamin Netanyahu of the State of Israel has witnessed that the LORD does have ways50
that ‘scientists’ do not understand, but the work of psychics are as so much tinsel compared to
the Truth of spiritual gold and a life of righteousness which is founded on the rock of YHVH, the
Ground of Being, the “promised land”, the Truth that the LORD is One.
President Obama has been reported to have said, “I continue to be much more concerned
when it comes to our security with the prospect of a nuclear weapon going off in
Manhattan”51.

505

We are investigating internet reports that raise the question if the Israeli Embassy in Manhattan
has a nuclear weapon for the purpose of Nuclear blackmail 52.
“Israel has a nuke in New York City.
“This was proven in 2007 during a radiological sweep of New York. The Israeli embassy showed a
huge spike that was off the charts. At first I thought they might just have polonium there for
executions, but polonium has a short half life and would not produce a continuous radiation spike. I
have no doubt the article Nuclear Blackmail is accurate and if anything goes off, well, at least you
know what is up with that now abandoned "embassy".”

510

It is reported that the ‘Diplomat Strike’ has scrapped Prime Minister Netenyahu’s visit to Latin

46
47
48
49
50
51

rainbowwarrior2005.wordpress.com/2009/09/01/israels-dirty-nuclear-secrets-and-wmd/
wikispooks.com/wiki/9/11:Israel_did_it
vaticproject.blogspot.de/2012/09/letter-to-clairvoyant-mossad-team-at.html
www.courtofrecord.org.uk/gicor/record/Putin/#__RefHeading__12193_1115109229
www.independent.co.uk/news/people/news/did-uri-geller-really-win-the-battle-of-entebbe-for-israel-8734427.html

www.weeklystandard.com/blogs/obama-im-concerned-about-loose-nuke-being-detonatedmanhattan_786009.html
52 http://www.jimstonefreelance.com/blackmail.html
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515

America53. “EU ready to pay Palestinians who renounce right of return” 54 reads another headline
about how Ambassador Lars Faaborg-Andersen is trying to assist a peace deal.
Israel: Abbas refusal to discuss ‘Jewish state’ torpedoing talks 55
PA president’s stark position contrasts with Netanyahu’s willingness to recognize Palestinian state,
senior official says”. …
The Zionist movement and various Israeli governments agreed to recognize a Palestinian state, “but
this conflict has gone on because of one reason: the stubborn opposition to recognize the Jewish state,
the nation-state of the Jewish people,” he said. “To end the conflict, they must recognize that in our
land, this land, in the Jewish homeland, there are two peoples.”

520

525

How can a man with no money (E.U. Ambassador Lars Faaborg-Andersen) pay on behalf of a
substantially bankrupt lifeless corporation, the European Union? How can a legal fiction, lifeless,
corporate Roman Caesar recognize another?
A document, an impressive formal Roman Caesar with a ‘constitution’, can only be a testament
to a living truth agreed between two living men or women. The U.S. constitution is the first such
fiction with enormous success based on the inability of legal children to know the difference 56.

530

535

The “land”, the Ground of Being, that YHVH promised to the children of Israel is the living
presence of YHVH, known through love, available in this contemplative Court of Record of YHVH,
the One. Palestinian and Jewish children of our forefather Israel are One.
There is no need for fear, all things become known when YHVH, the LORD is known. We
suggest that the Israeli and Palestinian people recognise that they are brothers through YHVH,
Our Father, the blessed One who has Mercy with His world, known as Allah to the Muslims.
There is no need for formal paperwork. The dissolution of the fictitious United States also
means the dissolution of all lifeless, corporate forms of governance.

540

We send our love to YHVH, Our Father, the Ground of Being in which Jews, Christians and
Muslims live, move and have being. May our One Father dissolve these contentious, lifeless
corporate Nation States and their warring executives.
We pray that our One Father reveal our common Ground of Being, revealed to Moses as YHVH,
revealed to the Prophet Mohammed, Peace Be Upon Him as Allah, revealed by our Lord Jesus
Christ as “Our Father which art in heaven, Hallowed be thy name”.

545

550

We pray that our One Father dissolve the blackmail and dark forces that appear, by His power
of maya, illusion, to surround us and make us fear our brother. We pray that our One Father give
inner assurance to all the people who are officers in the State of Israel that they and their people
will receive His protection and sustenance.
It is verily YHVH Himself who appears as our enemies and their weapons. May He, the LORD
of Hosts, “blunt His weapons”57 and may the LORD grant us all, we the Children of Abraham, the
grace that we shall fulfil our karma through peaceful, providential58 life.
Deuteronomy 9:24 Ye have been rebellious against the LORD from the day that I knew you.
9:25 Thus I fell down before the LORD forty days and forty nights, as I fell down at the first; because
the LORD had said he would destroy you.
53
54
55
56
57
58

www.timesofisrael.com/diplomat-strike-forces-pm-to-nix-latin-america-trip/
www.timesofisrael.com/eu-ready-to-pay-palestinians-who-renounce-right-of-return/
http://www.timesofisrael.com/israel-abbas-refusal-to-discuss-jewish-state-torpedoing-talks/
http://rayservers.com/blog/the-us-con
Sri Rudram www.youtube.com/watch?v=vQjBQJqi0Ak
Sri Chamakam www.youtube.com/watch?v=XAlKnIXf5eY
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555

560

9:26 I prayed therefore unto the LORD, and said, O Lord GOD, destroy not thy people and thine
inheritance, which thou hast redeemed through thy greatness, which thou hast brought forth out of
Egypt with a mighty hand.
9:27 Remember thy servants, Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob; look not unto the stubbornness of this
people, nor to their wickedness, nor to their sin: 9:28 Lest the land whence thou broughtest us out
say, Because the LORD was not able to bring them into the land which he promised them, and
because he hated them, he hath brought them out to slay them in the wilderness.
9:29 Yet they are thy people and thine inheritance, which thou broughtest out by thy mighty power
and by thy stretched out arm.
The Fifth Book of Moses Called Deuteronomy 9:24-29

565

Thus the solution for ‘Israel’ is a no-state solution: no passports, no fake money worldwide, no
weapons of mass destruction, no blackmail, no torture, no “them” and “us”, just acceptance of
the Holy Peace of the Ground of Being, the land that speaks us into existence, moment by moment.
By the grace of our LORD, the materialistic misconceptions of the past centuries, shall fade
away to reveal a golden age of Holy Peace and Providence.

ESF, contd.: How corporations which create ‘disruptive technologies’ are funded
570

It is a rare man who rejects an offer of ‘capital’. It is a rarer man who asks of the capital being
offered, ‘art thou righteous?’. It is the rarest and true man who rejects unrighteous capital.
Guns bought with unrighteous money do not protect, they destroy a man or nation. This is
the testament of American history, when one looks beyond external appearances.

575

‘Venture capitalists’ are the bottom feeders in how the ESF funds disruptive technology.
Having amassed some ‘capital’, they proceed to ‘fund’ a number of ‘startups’.

580

They analyse the maximum ‘market worth’ of ‘perceived value’ a given technology could
command. Think of the days when AT&T was the telecommunications giant, modems where the
way to access the nascent internet and the ESF wanted to get NSA up to the level it is today. The
internet had to take shape, for in it, were the magic ingredients that could monitor every
thought that tweets past today’s ‘social network’.
The history of Google59 is a typical example.

585

590

595

The first funding for Google as a company was secured in August 1998 in the form of a US$100,000
contribution from Andy Bechtolsheim, co-founder of Sun Microsystems, given to a corporation which
did not yet exist. … On June 1, 2005, Google shares gained nearly four percent after Credit Suisse
First Boston raised its price target on the stock to $350. On that same day, rumours circulated in the
financial community that Google would soon be included in the S&P 500. … On August 18, 2005
(one year after the initial IPO), Google announced that it would sell 14,159,265 (another
mathematical reference as π ≈ 3.14159265) more shares of its stock to raise money. The move would
double Google's cash stockpile to $7 billion.

It all seemed perfectly ‘honest’ while it was going on, but the actions of the ‘bank’, rumours
and so on, attract a flood of UCC legal infant ‘investors’ to flood in. UCC legal infants, including
but not limited to the Google Executive Chairman Eric Schmidt, think there is ‘cash’ in the bank.
There was no cash involved at any stage! Google demanding cash would cause the ‘bank’ to fail.
Now we know that Google feeds or has fed the NSA60. We also know that Google, Apple and
Exxon Mobil have teamed up, and that Exxon Mobil has also significant interests in Russia
59 en.wikipedia.org/wiki/History_of_Google
60 www.pcworld.com/article/217550/google_watchdog_white_house.html
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through Rosneft.

605

Tillerson joined The Exxon Company, US, in 1975 as an engineer61. He held various positions with
Exxon, domestically and internationally. In 1995, he became president of Exxon Yemen Inc. and Esso
Exploration and Production Khorat Inc. In 1998, he became a vice president of Exxon Ventures (CIS)
and president of Exxon Neftegas Limited with responsibility for Exxon's holdings in Russia and the
Caspian Sea. In 1999, with the merger of Exxon and Mobil, he was named Executive Vice President
of ExxonMobil Development Company. In 2004, he became president and director of Exxon Mobil
and on January 1, 2006, he was elected chairman and chief executive officer (CEO), following the
retirement of Lee Raymond. Tillerson is also a trustee for the Center for Strategic and International
Studies and the American Petroleum Institute, and is a member of the Business Roundtable.

610

Tillerson re-established his position during a shareholder meeting on May 28, 2008. The Rockefeller
family sponsored a non-binding resolution to separate the CEO and chairman positions that Tillerson
holds in order to maintain a system of checks and balances. The Rockefeller family also wanted Exxon
Mobil to invest more in alternative energy. The resolution did not obtain the necessary majority and
Tillerson held on to both job titles.

600

In 2009, Exxon Mobil acquired XTO Energy, a major natural gas producer, for $31 billion in stock.
Some writers have stated that "Tillerson’s legacy rides on the XTO Deal."
In 2011 Tillerson signed an agreement with Russia, for drilling in the Arctic, that could be valued up
to $300 billion.
615

He was a member of the Executive Committee of The Business Council for 2011 and 2012.
From Wikipedia article on Rex W. Tillerson62

Our contemplation and subsequent investigation has led us to the question if Business
Roundtable fancies itself as the venue for “King Arthur’s Round Table”, which was engaged
during the reign of Pope Benedict XVI, in “S E E change”.
620

We know that the hand of the LORD touched the Rockefeller family’s famous progenitor, John
D. Rockefeller through Swami Vivekananda.
FIRST MEETING WITH JOHN D. ROCKEFELLER63
(An excerpt from Madame Verdier's journal quoted in the New Discoveries, Vol. 1, pp. 487-88.)

[As told by Madame Emma Calvé‚ to Madame Drinette Verdier]
625

630

Mr. X, in whose home Swamiji was staying in Chicago, was a partner or an associate in some
business with John D. Rockefeller. Many times John D. heard his friends talking about this
extraordinary and wonderful Hindu monk who was staying with them, and many times he had been
invited to meet Swamiji but, for one reason or another, always refused. At that time Rockefeller was
not yet at the peak of his fortune, but was already powerful and strong-willed, very difficult to handle
and a hard man to advise.
But one day, although he did not want to meet Swamiji, he was pushed to it by an impulse and went
directly to the house of his friends, brushing aside the butler who opened the door and saying that he
wanted to see the Hindu monk.

635

The butler ushered him into the living room, and, not waiting to be announced, Rockefeller entered
into Swamiji's adjoining study and was much surprised, I presume, to see Swamiji behind his writing
table not even lifting his eyes to see who had entered.
After a while, as with Calvé, Swamiji told Rockefeller much of his past that was not known to any but
himself, and made him understand that the money he had already accumulated was not his, that he
61 His power today is therefore is as a UCC trustee, for he came to Exxon with no substance of his own.
62 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Rex_Tillerson
63 www.courtofrecord.org/archive/vivekananda/www.ramakrishnavivekananda.info/vivekananda/volume_9/con
versations_and_interviews.htm
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640

was only a channel and that his duty was to do good to the world — that God had given him all his
wealth in order that he might have an opportunity to help and do good to people.

645

Rockefeller was annoyed that anyone dared to talk to him that way and tell him what to do. He left
the room in irritation, not even saying goodbye. But about a week after, again without being
announced, he entered Swamiji's study and, finding him the same as before, threw on his desk a
paper which told of his plans to donate an enormous sum of money toward the financing of a public
institution.
"Well, there you are", he said. "You must be satisfied now, and you can thank me for it."
Swamiji didn't even lift his eyes, did not move. Then taking the paper, he quietly read it, saying: "It is
for you to thank me". That was all. This was Rockefeller's first large donation to the public welfare.

650

655

We suggest that President Obama contact the Rockefeller family, who put God’s substance
that is gold into the foundation of the Federal Reserve. Exxon-Mobil traces its heritage to
Rockefeller’s Standard Oil Company that was broken up and nationalised by the United States.
Google and Apple, have a lot of UCC legal infant “cash” on “deposit”. Exxon-Mobil has God’s
substance that can function as money, namely petroleum products, on tap and retail delivery
stations that replace banks. Google and Apple have between them, internet, handset and
operating systems and a large number of people they serve. Google itself can spy on the NSA and
other lunatics and idiots who must be watched.
We suggest that Google and Apple Open Source their hardware and software at all levels, for
trust has to be built that there are no back doors.

660

665

An equitable settlement for the Federal Reserve must be made. The Rockefeller family are defacto barons of God’s substance, men of action with a history of service and the LORD’s blessing
of their progenitor - an unmatched pedigree. Gold must be returned into circulation by Barons
of Substance who are not afraid to act. The Rockefeller family, men of action, are natural friends
and benefactors of all the people in the world, which therefore include Americans, Europeans
and Russians. Such episcopal leadership by a Baron of Substance can define the model of nonterritorial governance.
We pray to our LORD Jesus Christ, invoking His Love, that President Obama and President
Putin coordinate with the Rockefeller family to initiate a new golden age of Holy Peace and
Providence.

670

Yours faithfully,
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Joseph Ray Sundarsson
+41 43 508 1447
+44 1234 816 393
GICOR-ref: US-Putin-Obama-cover-v1.00
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